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Lotterywest recently undertook  
a major project to build a clearer, 
more robust picture of how effectively 
its grant-making and community 
development work has impact in  
the WA community. The project 
proved more nuanced, complex, 
insightful and meaningful than 
expected.

Officially referred to as the Social Value Analysis 
Project, it came to be known as SVAP. It began in 
late 2011 and used three techniques: a story-based 
evaluation technique called Most Significant Change 
(MSC), a Stakeholder Survey and a Data Analysis 
process. Lotterywest worked with consultancy Clear 
Horizon, experts in the use of MSC, for the first two 
project components.

This role was structured to be as low-intervention 
as possible, to capture learning for Lotterywest and 
others and to offer a ‘critical friend’ perspective 
complementing the main project findings provided 
by the principal project consultant, Clear Horizon.

Background

Over the past decade or so, Lotterywest has been on a journey 
to strengthen its contribution to the Western Australian (WA) 
community by becoming a more responsive, flexible and 
developmental grant maker.

During this time, Lotterywest has conducted regular 
customer satisfaction surveys, once paired with a stakeholder 
consultation exercise. All the evidence, such as the proportion 
of grants approved and customer satisfaction ratings both 
consistently well above 90%, indicated clearly that the 
community was happy with the direction and performance of 
Lotterywest.

There were always suggestions of things to improve, of course, 
but these were often relatively minor and generally on issues 
which Lotterywest’s Grants and Community Development team 
already had on their drawing board. But, for grant-making, 
recipient approval is not a proxy for community impact so for 
some time Lotterywest had been keen to drive organisational 
learning on this, to dig deeper around two questions: 

1.   What value does Lotterywest have for the  
WA community? 

2.   How can Lotterywest enhance and build its  
value and impact?
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 “While this project  
   turned out to be more     
complex than we expected, it 
also turned out to be more   
 important.”
  Jan Stewart
  Lotterywest CEO



Project design 

In late 2011, Lotterywest embarked upon a comprehensive 
Social Value Analysis Project (SVAP) to build a much deeper 
and stakeholder-led understanding of the social value of its 
grant-making work. This project wanted to take a ‘One Moment 
in Time’ stance to ask, “What impact is Lotterywest having?” by 
taking as open a look as possible at how Lotterywest’s grant-
making and community development work has actually been 
working (or not) in the community. The outcomes of this were 
aimed at informing Lotterywest’s strategic planning process for 
2013/2014 while facilitating organisational learning through 
generating insight, knowledge transfer and staff engagement.

By early 2012, the project had a Project Team in place to drive 
design and implementation as well as a Project Executive and 
Steering Committee to provide governance oversight. The 
project design was based on a ‘mixed-methods’ approach 
combining both quantitative and qualitative approaches. 
Initially it was planned to have four main components: use of 
the story-based Most Significant Change (MSC) technique, a 
Stakeholder Survey, a Value for Effort investigation and a Data 
Analysis process.

The Value for Effort component aimed to consider the 
community benefit generated from Lotterywest’s community 

development and leadership work relative to the resources this 
work requires. 

But early work on this component indicated that the approach 
was unlikely to prove as effective as initially hoped. Meanwhile 
corresponding early work on the Data Analysis component 
suggested it had more potential to generate meaningful 
insight into how Lotterywest’s use of resources related to its 
community value. The Steering Committee therefore decided 
not to proceed with the Value for Effort component and instead 
extended the Data Analysis work.

As it evolved, the anticipated project design fell into two 
distinct phases, both originating from the same ‘One Moment 
in Time’ perspective. The first phase was seen as focussed on 
understanding social value, using the three elements of the 
SVAP (MSC, Stakeholder Survey and enhanced Data Analysis), 
to provide outcomes and a baseline. A second phase was 
also envisaged to focus on deepening social value, using the 
understandings gained from the three SVAP techniques to 
explore scenarios, then choose and implement appropriate 
strategies for further building on value and impact. Given 
the strength of the project outcomes Lotterywest is currently 
not planning to pursue Phase 2 as originally expected and to 
instead incorporate next steps from this project into a ‘business 
as usual’ approach. 
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 Component Technique Dimension Participation Main perspective Main contribution

 Data Analysis Context n/a Internal (although included  • Scale, perspective, chronology, 
    internal capture of external   trends, projections 
    factors) • Environmental scan 

 Most Significant Depth 200+ Lotterywest internal and  • Depth of themes / values 
 Change (MSC)   external stakeholders  • Staff engagement 
    (purposeful sampling) • Engagement with external 
      stakeholders
     • Organisational development  
      through knowledge transfer

 Stakeholder Survey Breadth 900+ Grants stakeholders • Verification / measurement of
 (Quantitative core with   (purposeful sampling plus   MSC Themes 
 Qualitative elements)   open-ended recruitment of  • Checking in about base metrics 
    participants)  measure on past surveys and on  
      current grant-making
     • Opportunities for prospective  
      input
     • Opportunities for broader   
       audience to give qualitative  

input

Table 1: Summary of Project Design Components
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MSC technique

The MSC technique was chosen for several reasons. One key 
attribute was its ability to gather data from stakeholders’ own 
experiences, in their own words (not just in answering controlled 
questions). Another feature is its capacity for capturing 
unexpected outcomes and its ability to combine well with other 
techniques. These aspects, as well as its depth and participatory 
nature, made it a natural choice for Lotterywest in this case. 

An MSC process has at least two constituent parts: firstly using 
the MSC question (a variation of “What do you think has been 
the most significant change as a result of X?”) in semi-structured 
interviews with individual stakeholders to elicit ‘stories of 
change’ and then to use a similar question to engage groups of 
stakeholders in reviewing all the stories to determine which are 
the most significant and articulating why. Negative and positive 
stories are both welcomed. Over and over again, this process 
has been found to be remarkably effective at revealing themes 
to articulate how impact has played out in real life and generate 
shared insights as a basis for learning and next steps.

Sampling
Sampling was a complex task in the MSC process: with more 
than 1,000 customers receiving grants each year, whose stories 
should be gathered? The initial goal was to gather between 
70 and 80 stories (depending on stakeholder response rates) 
of as wide a diversity as possible, being representative in a 
meaningful sense, not just a ‘tick all the boxes’ sense.

The strategies to achieve this included:
•  Seeking diversity in location, size and reach of organisation, 

length of relationship with Lotterywest, type of relationship 
with Lotterywest, size of grant, type of grant, social issues.

•  Purposefully including outliers: those whose voice and 
perspective might be different (including those who might 
have negative experiences to share, such as unsuccessful 
grant applicants).

•  Purposefully including examples of stakeholders with 
broader than usual perspective.

•  Ensuring grant recipients were the majority of participants, 
while still including Lotterywest retailers, previous 
Lotterywest Board members, community development 
partners, Local Government Authorities, relevant State 
Government departments, consultants who work with grant 
recipients and those who benefit from the services of grant 
recipients.

•  Allowing scope for ‘snowball sampling’ – where new 
participants are referred by existing participants.

•  Reviewing the master list repeatedly by having different 
members of both the Project Team and Executive view it in 
different ways to ensure diversity.

Although there was always a sound reason for each addition, 
this did strictly limit the scope for snowball sampling by the 
participants themselves from a plan for up to ten to only two in 
practice. 

The Interviews
One of MSC’s strengths is that it enables even non-experts 
to play a facilitative role, such as by being involved as an 
interviewer. For Lotterywest, using staff interviewers was a 
valuable opportunity to facilitate knowledge transfer and 
staff engagement while also increasing the number of stories 
that could be collected. The staff interview team had eight 
members, three from the Project Team plus five members from 
other parts of Lotterywest, all of whom attended a one-day 
Interview Training workshop held by Clear Horizon.

Although the core MSC interview question asks each participant 
to tell the story of what they perceive as the most significant 
change, the semi-structured interview format was too good 
an opportunity to pass up so the Project Team built in a Part 
B to the interview questions. These were ‘beyond MSC’ 
questions and asked participants for further reflections on their 
relationship with Lotterywest, perceptions of Lotterywest relative 
to other funders and thoughts about what Lotterywest could 
do better. Responses to this second half of the interview were 
kept separate from the actual MSC stories but the input was 
all captured, compiled and sorted and then used to guide the 
Stakeholder Survey; as well as being included, often as direct 
quotes, in Clear Horizon’s overall project findings. Meanwhile, 
those comments with direct relevance to a function or team 
within Lotterywest were shared internally as part of the normal 
continuous improvement cycle (anonymity being preserved 
wherever appropriate).
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Story Selection
The second core part of any MSC process is a story selection 
exercise in which stakeholders engage in structured 
conversations to select the most significant of all the stories. 
Initially, Lotterywest only planned to conduct one workshop in 
December 2012 but, in one of those ‘being led by the project’ 
situations, this soon evolved to include a second workshop in 
February 2013, predominantly for staff. 

For the December workshop, 55 grant recipients, staff, 
board members, retailers, suppliers and consultants devoted 
an afternoon to this process. In 12 diverse groups they 
each considered their own share of 80 stories, reading and 
discussing each one in turn before identifying themes and 
finally selecting which of their stories they felt was the most 
significant and why. 

Once all groups had made their choice, they each reported 
back to the room, sharing their choice and the thinking behind 
it. All participants then considered this shortlist and voted for 
the story they felt was most significant overall.

The tangible outcomes from the afternoon were a long list of 
changes, outcomes and impacts from all stories, a shortlist of 12 
stories, a rationale for selecting this shortlist and a clear choice 
of which story was seen as representing the most significant 
change due to Lotterywest‘s involvement. The intangible 
outcomes could be felt in the room. Many people found the 
stories deeply moving, others felt very motivated. Participants 
who had been sceptical of the process at the beginning chatted 
animatedly afterwards about how worthwhile it had been. 

The way people engaged with the stories at this first workshop 
in December not only materially influenced the development 
of the Stakeholder Survey; it also sparked another aspect of the 
project: the launch of a publication called One Moment in Time 
in June 2013.

The second workshop focused on staff to enable much more 
broad staff engagement and learning, and ensured that any 
stories not ready for the December workshop could still be 
considered. It was decided to split the second workshop 
over two days to maximise participation. A total of 84 people 
participated in the February workshop, most of whom were staff 
but with a not-for-profit representative in each group. 

This evolution in the project design offered another layer of 
verification: not only because it meant all the stories could be 
considered twice, but more importantly because it paralleled 
internal perceptions with external perceptions.
 
Despite choosing largely different stories as the most 
significant, participants in the two workshops perceived almost 
identical themes in those stories. From the 87 stories, each 
considered by two different groups, certain themes emerged 
most strongly. 

Clear Horizon clustered these into four categories: 

•  Building capacity
  Lotterywest has helped build the capacity of individuals and 

organisations in WA’s not-for-profit sector. 
• Agents of change across WA 
  Lotterywest is an important agent of change having impact 

in many areas of WA society. 
• Community benefits and impact 
  Grants for projects have resulted in significant benefits and 

outcomes for the WA community. 
• Innovation and taking risks
  Lotterywest supports innovation and takes risks to achieve 

benefits for the WA community. 

Stakeholder Survey

To complement the depth of MSC, a survey was chosen to 
give breadth and more controlled, largely quantified findings. 
During the project design, it was decided to conduct the 
Stakeholder Survey after most of the MSC process was 
complete, so that it could not only be designed to test 
the validity of the MSC findings but also to give a sense of 
perspective and priority.
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In addition to exploring the outcomes from the MSC process  
as well as the input gathered from the extra interview questions, 
the survey also aimed to add continuity by including a key 
question about grant customer satisfaction from  
previous surveys. 

Prospective questions around grant priorities and opportunities 
for improvement were also included.

In aiming for maximum breadth, the survey sampling was kept 
very open: the Project Team was determined that any lack 
of snowballing in the MSC sampling would be compensated 
by plenty of scope for snowballing in the survey recruitment. 
Participation was promoted as widely as possible including 
through emailing over 3,000 stakeholders, and advertising 
through a website link and banners, in newsletters and flyers 
as well as email footers, the Lotterywest phone system’s on 
hold messaging function and through peer organisations such 
as the West Australian Council for Social Services (WACOSS). 
More than 900 people participated: an outstanding result, 
especially considering that the survey was held over December 
and January, when many people are on holiday. Given the 
overwhelmingly positive findings from the Stakeholder Survey, 
this participation rate should be seen as a reflection of both the 
success of the Project Team’s efforts to promote the survey and 
the degree to which the community cares about Lotterywest and 
what it does.

To ensure independence, Clear Horizon were responsible for the 
Stakeholder Survey analysis. Headline results included: 

•  96% believe Lotterywest helps create a better  
community in WA

•  95% strongly agreed or agreed that Lotterywest  
delivers value to the WA community

•  91% were satisfied or very satisfied with Lotterywest’s  
grant-making role

•  93% believe that Lotterywest supports services  
that others would not

•  93% believe that Lotterywest strengthens WA’s  
not-for-profit sector

•  84% rated as excellent or good their relationship with 
Lotterywest’s Grants and Community Development team

• 74% believe Lotterywest reduces social disadvantage in WA
•  33% did not think there was enough awareness of 

Lotterywest’s grant-making work, 23% did not know  
and 134 respondents commented on this

In terms of areas for improvement, respondents focused firstly 
on the processing times for grant applications and secondly on 
ways to extend and improve communications.
 

Data Analysis

The Data Analysis component of the project was intended 
to provide a sense of context by providing retrospective 
longitudinal context to understand the present situation, and 
looking forward to help frame prospective exploration in the 
MSC and Stakeholder Survey components, as well as guiding 
decisions about next steps.

The starting point was data on past grants expenditure, 
considered in real terms and across all forms of segmentation 
(regions, programs, expenditure items etc.). This involved 
exhaustive consideration of internal source material such as 
historic annual report data, detailed data from the grants 
processing systems and internal projections. 

This was overlaid by the review of Lotterywest’s long-term 
timeline as a grant maker; including considering quantified 
metrics against key milestones in how the structures, 
philosophies, technologies and policies of Lotterywest’s grant-
making had evolved in response to changing community needs. 

Data Analysis also had an important environmental scan 
element, considering inputs including broad economic and 
social data at both Commonwealth and State level, as well as 
relevant retrospective and prospective trends and developments 
affecting grants customers.

Headline findings from the Data Analysis included:

•  Lotterywest’s direct grant-making has totalled around  
$1.3 billion, increasing from around $40 million per annum 
in 1990 (adjusted), to nearly $120 million per annum in 
2011/2012 – a three-fold increase in real terms. 

•  Over the past decade, the distribution of Lotterywest’s direct 
grants has broadly reflected the distribution of the state’s 
population between greater Perth and regional WA. 

•  Generally the annual approved grant amount has tracked well 
above 80% of the total requested amount but, if the total 
amount requested each year continues to track upwards at a 
faster rate than the rise in funds available, this may not be the 
case in the future.

•  Taking a more responsive developmental approach has not 
had a noticeable impact on the number of grants each year 
despite being paralleled with a dramatic rise in the total  
grant value.
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Staff Engagement 

While not the central purpose of the project, building 
staff engagement was always seen as a valuable ancillary 
outcome. Several approaches were used to encourage 
broad engagement with this project by staff from across the 
organisation:

•  A ‘Lunchbox Learning’ staff information session to introduce 
staff to the project and the MSC technique.

•  The interview team was interdisciplinary with representation 
from several different sections of Lotterywest.

•  19 staff participated in the first Story Selection Workshop  
in December 

•  All staff were encouraged to participate in the February 
staff story selection workshop with 68 staff participating. 
This was a very good result for an event that was neither 
obligatory nor perceived by many as directly related to their 
responsibilities, especially as it was a very busy time of year 
when many people had just returned from leave.

Overall, approximately half of the full-time equivalent 
Lotterywest workforce (across different Business Units and levels 
of seniority) spent several hours engaged in the MSC process; 
in dialogue about important questions around how the creation 
of social value is enabled by Lotterywest grants.

Participants overwhelmingly acknowledged having benefitted 
from the process; or having gained a deeper, more nuanced 
understanding of Lotterywest’s grant-making, in spite of 
any initial scepticism or reluctance about the time required. 
It is worth noting here that for many people this ‘better’ 
understanding was characterised as having a new level 
of insight into the subtle issues, questions, decisions and 
relationships involved in good grant-making.

Advice for others on using MSC

•  MSC is best suited to complex situations where outcomes 
are often unpredictable; where effective champions are 
in place and where stakeholders are likely to participate 
responsively. It is important that senior leadership is 
supportive and comfortable discussing what doesn’t work 
well along with what does.

•  MSC is especially useful for gathering unexpected 
perspectives and insights but can also work very well 
for other project purposes such as capturing indications 
of stakeholder experiences; gathering stories for 
communication and marketing, or demonstrating the worth 
of a particular program. In situations such as these MSC may 
not be the most cost-effective or expedient approach but 
may deliver other benefits.

•  As with other comprehensive evaluation techniques, MSC is 
time consuming. Plan your project design carefully and don’t 
be afraid to tailor it to your context. Ensure you are prepared 
for the time resources required. To stay on time and budget, 
be very clear about decision making protocols at the outset. 
Trust and adhere to these settings as you go through.

•  If using MSC, it is advised to complement this with a strong 
quantitative technique. For very large programs, a survey 
is probably the best choice as it is practicable and offers 
breadth to counterpoint the depth of the MSC technique. 
For smaller programs a cost-benefit approach such as Social 
Return on Investment (SROI) could be advisable, especially 
if it can be allowed for from the program outset. MSC 
could also be combined well with techniques such as Social 
Design or Systems Thinking. It could be useful to use MSC 
in conjunction with a Program Logic model that articulates 
clearly how inputs and outputs are thought to have a 
causative effect on anticipated outcomes.
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•  Whatever complementary technique you choose, it is a 
good idea to run the MSC process first so that it can act as 
input to the quantitative work.

•  If at all possible, train your own people to take part in the 
interviewing. If you do, make sure you support them well 
with clear, carefully designed tools to ensure consistency in 
the story format and quality.

•  An expert’s guidance on program design, interviewee 
training and assistance with “tricky” interviews can be 
invaluable even if the budget is tight. Get your editing 
practices tight and well understood.

•  Don’t over-engineer the sampling. Be careful of the reasons 
for choice – make sure these are declared and transparent. 
Allow for some ‘snowballing’ to capture the unexpected 
stories that are not on your radar but people are  
talking about.

•  Allow for the logistics inherent in an exercise like this: even 
just coordinating interviews and workshops can be very 
time consuming. Avoid lost time delays by having, and 
sticking to, agreed and realistic governance settings for how 
the project will work, especially when it comes to who will 
decide what.

•  Don’t over-think the stories themselves. The process is what 
matters – so trust it.
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Project conclusions 

For Lotterywest, this project clearly found that the  
community perceives significant and broadly-based value in 
Lotterywest’s role. Importantly this value is clearly experienced 
not only in terms of what Lotterywest’s team does, but also in 
how they do it. 

Over the past decade, Lotterywest’s Grants and Community 
Development Business Unit has gradually travelled along 
a journey towards greater responsiveness, openness, 
transparency, customer focus and innovation in its grant-making 
work with a strong emphasis on playing a developmental role. 
The remarkably consistent results from several independent 
market research and stakeholder consultation exercises 
together with results of this SVAP combine to make it utterly 
clear that this journey to being more responsive, open and 
developmental is viewed as both successful and worthwhile. 

The evidence is now incontrovertible that the community 
overwhelmingly perceives very significant value in Lotterywest’s 
grant-making in what Senior Manager Grants Management and 
Development, Mark Teale, calls the ‘art and science’ of what 
Lotterywest does. Specifically, external perceptions of what the 
community finds most important correlate very strongly with 
Lotterywest’s own strategic approach to move towards more 
open and flexible grant-making. This is not only a remarkable 
validation of Lotterywest’s approach in theory but also a 
ringing endorsement of how well that theory has actually been 
implemented: the community appreciates both the talk and  
the walk.

It is worth noting here that the design of this project was an 
absolutely crucial factor, most particularly in terms of the rigour 
and validity (and hence the reliability) of these findings. Several 
factors are seen as having contributed to this:

•  The design evolved through iterative thinking and research 
in the months before and during implementation.

•  It was recognised that project design needed to be an 
ongoing, deliberate and self-conscious process, not just a 
document. This allowed the project to learn from itself as it 
went along, adapting to new developments and insights that 
were aligned with the project purpose. This ensured that 
instead of merely having a method, the SVAP truly had a 
methodology (i.e. a process that studies itself and adapts to 
circumstances).

Next steps 

So the journey to here has clearly been worthwhile. But now 
that Lotterywest knows this for sure and for certain, how should 
it learn about getting better? How to prepare for a complex 
and uncertain future? What to do next to ensure that it is 
maximising long-term impact? 

A key purpose of the SVAP was to help inform and guide future 
work on both strategy and action. Clear Horizon, the lead 
consultant, has captured possible strategies and actions from 
the MSC and Stakeholder Survey data. 

Lotterywest has already started responding to these and other 
project findings, especially where they pertain to existing 
continuous improvement processes:

•  Input from the additional (i.e. not story-focused) interview 
questions was sorted and shared with the relevant teams 
internally.

•  Feedback around grants processing has given new impetus 
to existing efforts to improve this aspect of Lotterywest’s 
operations.

•  The collated findings of the overall project have helped 
inform the Grants and Community Development team’s 
2013/2014 operational Business Plan. The findings have 
already influenced decisions on activities across many 
agendas, including customer experience, business 
development and design, strategic grant-making, people 
support and development, grants management and 
expenditure, and corporate projects.

•  As this project was an evaluation exercise, it is worth noting 
separately that the findings will also influence new ways of 
monitoring (and hence continually evaluating and refining) 
the effectiveness and efficiency of Lotterywest’s grant-
making, including:

 –    Reviewing and identifying relevant monitoring for Grants 
and Community Development – Key Performance 
Indicators and reports.

 –    Resolving SAP reporting issues and deficits.

This list already augurs well for the long-term value of this 
project in terms of honing the actual day-to-day practice of 
Lotterywest’s grant-making. Although many of these tasks by 
themselves may seem to offer only incremental improvements 
to impact, it is important to consider that some seemingly 
incremental changes can have a dramatic impact for some 
customers, and that the scale of Lotterywest’s work means that 
even tiny changes can benefit a large number of stakeholders 
and hence have a big impact. 
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As well as changes that would normally be considered under 
the heading of continuous improvement, the findings of this 
project have already fed into more strategic work fronts. 
A good example of this is the current Not-For-Profit Major 
Infrastructure Project, which is considering issues, trends and 
potential strategic responses to enhance community value for 
money from large grants for buildings, facilities and Information 
and Communications Technology (ICT).

Conclusion

Over the past decade, Lotterywest’s Grants and Community 
Development Business Unit has gradually travelled along 
a journey towards greater responsiveness, openness, 
transparency, customer focus and innovation in its grant-making 
work with a strong emphasis on playing a developmental role. 

Backed by several years’ worth of remarkably consistent results 
from independent market research and surveys, the results of 
this SVAP make it utterly clear that the journey to being more 
responsive, open and developmental is viewed by the WA 
community as both successful and worthwhile. 

The evidence is now incontrovertible that the WA community 
overwhelmingly perceives very significant value in Lotterywest’s 
grant-making: both in what Lotterywest gives and in how 
Lotterywest gives it, described as the ‘art and science’ of what 
Lotterywest does.

While in any project there are always things that could have 
been done differently, it seems clear that this project will be 
looked back upon as a ‘line in the sand’. It has marked a pivotal 
point when Lotterywest was able to continue ‘leaning forward’ 
into its grant-making and community development work with 
renewed vigour and confidence. To keep faith with what, as 
CEO Jan Stewart says, is Lotterywest’s heritage and the legacy 
of those who came before in imagining how an entity such as 
this could “help make WA a better place to live”. 

Lotterywest’s SVAP has beyond doubt been a success. On 
reflection, there were several key factors that contributed to the 
project’s value: 

•  It had high-level support from the Board and CEO enabling 
the Project Team to be thorough, rigorous and thoughtful.

•  Those responsible for project design and implementation 
had an active learning stance throughout, ready to monitor 
and adapt to what was happening.

•  The complementary nature of the three main components 
of the project design (MSC, Stakeholder Survey and Data 
Analysis) allowed them to inform each other as the project 
went along. This built adaptability and validation capacity 
into the project design, making a profound difference to the 
robustness of the results.

•  MSC acted as an effective engine for the overall 
methodology and its participatory nature was well suited 
to Lotterywest’s responsive, community-led approach to 
grant-making. MSC (both alone and by its influence on the 
Stakeholder Survey) gave a customer-based legitimacy to 
the path Lotterywest has taken in improving its grant-making 
– a legitimacy that conventional market research techniques 
have never managed to deliver. 

•  Lotterywest has an inclusive, stakeholder-focused culture 
which aims to be open to discussions about failure and 
which puts an explicit value on learning.

This project has been a fascinating, consuming and evolving 
path for Lotterywest. How important the project proves to be 
for Lotterywest, and others, can only be assessed in the long 
term but already this shows signs of having been profoundly 
worthwhile and to have delivered organisational learning 
beyond expectations.

This project should ensure greater confidence and momentum 
than ever before in terms of how Lotterywest sees itself and 
its role in WA. It should help Lotterywest to be ever more 
aspirational about the social value it can help Western Australia 
generate for itself.
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Lotterywest recently conducted a major  
Social Value Analysis Project to build a clearer, 
more robust picture of how effectively its 
grant-making and community development 
work has impact in the WA community. 

Stories of change played a central role  
and, through these stories, the project  
proved more nuanced and complex than 
anyone expected. Equally, the findings  
and outcomes have proven more  
insightful and meaningful than  
anyone had dared hope.

This is the story of this  
‘project about stories’.
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Prologue: project background

In a way this story goes all the way back to before 1933, before 
Lotterywest existed, but this telling begins with a prologue 
in 1995/96 when Lotterywest was still known as the Lotteries 
Commission, when the Community Funding team (now known 
as Grants and Community Development) was only responsible 
for distributing around $40 million per annum in direct grants 
(but when this was still considered a pretty big number) and 
when Lotterywest’s work happened in specific grant categories. 

This was when Lotterywest embarked on a study to build 
understanding of the social and economic impact of its grants. 
It was the mid-1990s and the management and community 
sector literature was full of new ideas about how to understand 
change and how to make strategic decisions. Data Analysis 
Australia (DAA) were brought in to help but they soon came to 
the conclusion that Lotterywest’s work did not easily lend itself 
to what anyone would normally call ‘data analysis’. 

Even then, Lotterywest grants were too diverse in their scale 
and reach for conventional techniques to be practicable or 
affordable, much less to get enough traction for meaningful 
analysis. So, instead, DAA went exploring with qualitative 
research techniques including interviews, fieldwork and focus 
groups. Albeit without much in the way of numbers, their work 
gave Lotterywest a ‘map’ of what it was doing at the time, 
helping build understanding of the leverage effects of its 
grants, the importance of connections and social capital, the 
developmental relationships Lotterywest had been building  
and the unquantifiable or intangible aspects of the work it  
had been doing.

The next decade or so was a busy time. The Lotteries 
Commission went through a comprehensive and highly 
successful rebranding to its new trading name, Lotterywest 
(introduced in 2003). The games business had grown 
dramatically and, mirroring the insights of the 1995/96 impact 
study, Lotterywest’s grant-making model had moved away from 
strict categories to a more flexible and openly developmental 
approach that aimed to leverage as much community value 
from its grant-making as possible. What may have seemed to 
some like grant-making deconstructed, was in fact aiming to be 
grant-making re-constructed, allowing for more responsiveness 
to community aspirations and more meaningful impact.

By 2010, Lotterywest was now distributing well over $100 
milion in community grants each year, with the Board approving 
well over 90% of all eligible grant applications submitted. 
Lotterywest had a track record of remarkably high grant 
customer satisfaction ratings, with independent research 
consistently showing approval ratings well above 90%. 
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Learning from a past journey

Back in 1995/96, the Lotteries Commission of Western 
Australia (Lotterywest has been the trading name since 
2003) embarked upon a project to assess the social 
and economic impact of its grant making. Data Analysis 
Australia were brought in to conduct the project and they 
soon realised that a conventional quantified approach 
would not be practicable, cost-effective or meaningful.  

They instead used a suite of qualitative techniques 
complemented by quantified data to paint the picture of 
the effect the Lotteries Commission’s grants were having 
in the WA community. These insights helped build a 
shared sense of the way grants could build social capital, 
the value of relationships, the opportunities in a more 
developmental approach and many unquantifiable aspects 
of the Commission’s work.

This work influenced Lotterywest’s subsequent journey 
to move from a tightly controlled grant-making ethos 
with clear categories, grant rounds and funding limits to 
a more open, responsive, flexible and developmental 
approach which minimised the use of deadlines, limits and 
categories and which aimed to build relationships with 
grant customers that added community value beyond just 
the grant amount.

Notes on the language for this report

Many documents about grant-making tend to use the 
term ‘grantee’ but this term tends not to be used by 
Lotterywest. This report uses the term ‘grant customer’ 
to refer to all current or potential grant applicants, ‘grant 
recipient’ to refer to organisations which have actually 
received a Lotterywest grant and ‘grant stakeholders’ 
to refer to people and organisations who have a direct 
interest in Lotterywest’s grant-making and community 
development work (including peer organisations, 
consultants, suppliers, staff and retailers as well as grant 
customers).

This report is based on independent observations made 
with access to speak confidentially to all involved. 
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So it was clear that the new approach had been effective 
in customers’ eyes but what wasn’t clear – or at least what 
Lotterywest didn’t have robust evidence about – was precisely 
how this approach had an impact in the community and how 
best to keep improving on what that impact meant.

Meanwhile it had also been a busy time for others. The impact 
evaluation field had virtually reinvented itself with a suite of 
new approaches on offer, several of which had only been in 
their infancy back when the DAA study had finished in 1996. 
Some of these methods aimed to use numerical techniques 
to quantify impacts in new and useful ways while others were 
highly evolved forms of qualitative analysis offering quite 
different sets of questions (and hence quite different sets of 
insights) about impact.

This report takes up the story in late 2011 when the Social Value 
Analysis Project (SVAP) began to take shape a few months after 
the 2011 Lotterywest staff conference. The staff conference had 
reaffirmed the aim of making a profound, positive difference 
to the community of WA, and the Grants and Community 
Development team’s Business Plan had included a project 
“to consider the benefit of our grants and statutory funding 
in a social and economic context and identify strategies and 
initiatives to achieve greater impact.” 

A beginning: project design

Over the past decade or so, Lotterywest has been on a  
journey to strengthen its contribution to the WA community  
by becoming a more responsive, flexible and developmental  
grant maker. 

During this time, Lotterywest has conducted regular customer 
satisfaction surveys, often paired with stakeholder consultation 
exercises. All the evidence, such as the proportion of grants 
approved and customer satisfaction ratings both consistently 
well above 90%, indicated clearly that the community was 
happy with the direction and performance of Lotterywest. 

There were always suggestions of things to improve, of course, 
but these were often relatively minor and invariably on issues 
which Lotterywest’s Grants and Community Development team 
already had on their drawing board. But, for grant-making, 
recipient approval is not a proxy for community impact so for 
some time Lotterywest had been keen to drive organisational 
learning on this, to dig deeper around two questions: What 
impact is Lotterywest having on the WA community? How can 
Lotterywest do it better? 

In late 2011, Lotterywest embarked upon a comprehensive 
SVAP to build a much deeper and more stakeholder-led 
understanding of the social value of its grant-making work. 
Instead of being driven by a need for accountability, this was 
driven by a desire to deepen organisational learning about how 
Lotterywest’s impacts actually work and why.

This project wanted to take a ‘One Moment in Time’ stance to 
ask, “What impact is Lotterywest having?” by taking as open a 
look as possible at how Lotterywest’s grant-making has actually 
been working (or not) in the community and specifically how the 
move towards a more responsive, developmental approach had 
impacted grants recipients. Then, looking forward, this project 
was also designed to put the learning into the daily practice of 
grant-making and to feed directly into Lotterywest’s strategic 
planning process for 2014 onwards, whilst also facilitating staff 
engagement and knowledge transfer. 

What is in and out of the project scope is always a big question. 
Lotterywest’s grant-making reach is so broad that it required an 
equally big answer. The grant customers themselves are varied, 
from tiny community groups just starting out to major not-
for-profits. Some grant customers have had relationships with 
Lotterywest for all of its 80-year history, others were new (10% 
of 2011/12 grant customers were first-time applicants).

“Lotterywest retailers don’t get  
    many opportunities to really see  
 the connection between the games  
     Lotterywest sell and the benefit they  
create for the community. It’s inspiring  
    to be able to really understand how the  
virtuous cycle that Lotterywest talks  
 about with ourcustomers  
    actually works.”

 Robyn McDermott
 Lotterywest Games Retailer



The grants themselves are remarkable for their diversity: from 
a single photocopier in a remote telecentre to a new state-of-
the-art facility to help a large charity be more effective, from as 
little as $1,000 to more than several million dollars. Equipment, 
vehicles, organisational development, major projects, festivals, 
heritage, research, trails and infrastructure are just some of the 
grants categories – and that doesn’t even include the statutory 
grants made each year.

There are advantages and disadvantages to wherever you 
draw a boundary in an evaluation, how you decide what’s in 
the scope and what’s out. The ‘One Moment in Time’ ethos 
made this decision easy: the scope was to capture a snapshot 
of as much diversity in Lotterywest’s grant-making as possible. 
The challenge was to be as open as possible, while also 
helping ensure that contributions were relevant and useful. For 
example, although the interview questions were written with 
a prompt about the last five years to help stimulate thinking, 
there was scope to encompass whatever timeframe was 
relevant to each situation.

Even with a clear project purpose, knowing which methodology 
to choose is often difficult for any social impact evaluation. 
Lotterywest’s scale and reach, combined with the ‘all in’ project 
scope and the purpose to build real understanding, made this 
a big ask for any evaluation technique. The methodology also 
needed to be practicable, cost-effective and offer the best 
prospect of meaningful, actionable outcomes.

At first, none of the techniques available seemed likely to cope 
well with the scale and complexity of the project scope, much 
less the scale and complexity of Lotterywest as a major grant 
maker working across multiple sectors, regions and issues. 
Which methodology would be able to effectively assess the 
social value of everything from a photocopier, a vehicle, a 
community event or a whole new building?

The possibility of choosing a quantitative cost-benefit approach 
such as Social Return on Investment (SROI) as the central 
technique of the project was considered. But it was soon 
apparent that these techniques were simply not suitable. 
Among the concerns was the question of retro-fitting when no 
such measurements had been built into the grants approval 
process, and how the project’s particularly broad scope could 
be achieved within a reasonable cost.

By early 2012, a Project Team was in place (See inset box: 
Project Governance) and a project design had started to 
emerge. 

Project Governance

One of the tricky questions for any project is, “How do we 
do this?” This project opted for a three-level governance 
structure: 

The Steering Committee consisted of the Lotterywest Chair, 
the Board member with the most relevant expertise, the 
CEO, General Manager, Grants & Community Development 
and Senior Manager, Grants & Community Development 
supported by the Manager, Strategic Development & 
Marketing, Grants & Community Development. This group 
received fortnightly reports, met a total of six times and was 
responsible for strategic oversight.

The Project Executive Committee from the Grants & 
Community Development Business Unit consisted of 
the General Manager, the Senior Manager Strategic 
Development & Marketing and the Manager Strategic 
Development. This group was responsible for strategic and 
operational decisions about project implementation.

The Project Team from the Grants & Community 
Development Business Unit consisted of the Senior 
Manager Strategic Development & Marketing, the Manager 
Strategic Development and the Coordinator Strategic 
Development. This was the coal-face group responsible for 
the day-to-day actions of putting the project into practice.

Implementation went smoothly so, in hindsight, reporting 
might have been more than necessary at some stages. 
On the other hand, it gave information, assurance and 
reduced the need for meetings. In general the governance 
arrangements proved fit-for-purpose.

One aspect to learn from is that momentum can be lost 
when decisions are taken from one level of governance 
to another. This is an inherent tendency of any iterative 
approach. It may not be realistic to always avoid situations 
where someone with one level of decision making gets 
involved in another level but it is something to aim for 
and to monitor so that the governance structure can be as 
effective as possible.
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It was clear that a mixed methods approach was needed; 
combining both quantitative and qualitative approaches. Initially  
it was planned to have four main components:

1. A qualitative data gathering process
2.  A Stakeholder Survey using both qualitative and quantitative 

techniques
3.  Detailed Data Analysis on trends in Lotterywest’s grant-making 

over time 
4.  A Value for Effort assessment of how the resources needed  

to play a community development role related to the 
community benefit generated from that role.

 
It was clear that, in essence, this was a mapping exercise: 
quantitative data was required to give testability, scale and 
proportionality, but it was the qualitative techniques that were 
going to be able to convey what was actually happening ‘on 
the ground’. At first, the trickiest question was which qualitative 
technique to use. The MSC technique soon stood out. Its ability to 
gather data from stakeholders’ own experiences and in their own 
words (not simply in answering controlled questions), its ability to 
capture unexpected outcomes and its capacity to combine well 
with other techniques as well as its depth and participatory nature 
made it a natural choice (See inset box: More on MSC).

To complement the depth of MSC, a Stakeholder Survey was 
chosen next to give breadth. The design was that, instead of  
being carried out before or concurrently, the survey would be 
conducted after the initial MSC process was largely complete 
so it could not only be designed to ‘test’ the validity of the MSC 
findings but, just as importantly, so the results could give these 
very qualitative findings a sense of perspective and priority.

Now that the various components of project design were 
clear, deciding who would do them and how was relatively 
straightforward. The Value for Effort and Data Analysis would be 
conducted internally with extensive reference to external sources, 
while the MSC would be led by external consultants with a high 
level of staff involvement both to build knowledge transfer and to 
enable the project scope to reach 70 to 80 stories within budget. 
The Stakeholder Survey would be designed collaboratively but 
carried out by external consultants to provide independence in the 
collaboration and analysis of the results.

A tender process was advertised in June 2012 for the MSC and 
survey components and was awarded to Clear Horizon (an affiliate 
branch of the Australian company which leads the use of MSC in 
Australia and is one of the leading proponents of MSC worldwide). 
After months of planning, things were finally underway. 
 
The internally driven Value for Effort exercise and the Data  
Analysis project components were focussed on considering the 
benefit Lotterywest brings to the WA community against the 
resources it takes to bring about that benefit. 
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 “I am so glad I had the
opportunity to be involved this 
 way, to actually make such 
meaningful connections with the people      
 who see the impact of what               
         Lotterywest does every day.”
 Kaia Hammond,  
 Marketing & Communications Officer  
 Grants & Community Development

RISE – Your Community Support Network



To quote from a Steering Committee document: “The 
underlying question essentially relates to measuring the cost 
of our community development and leadership role, i.e. the 
service that Lotterywest add to the WA community beyond the 
dollar value of the grants, and how much that service is valued 
by those on the receiving end.”

One proposed way for the Value for Effort component to 
achieve this was to engage different staff in keeping detailed 
records of how much time went to which aspect of their role 
with the purpose of giving some relativity on the cost-benefit 
relationship behind the grant-making.

But this approach soon raised doubts about its suitability for 
the project as a whole. The timeframe of the process meant 
this project did not have the capacity to do a Value for Effort 
exercise at the scale required to deliver useful learning. It also 
became clear from research that other funders had struggled 
to do such an exercise effectively. This meant there was neither 
an established model for Lotterywest to follow nor useful 
benchmarks or indicators to use for judgement. 

Meanwhile, the Data Analysis component was already 
integrating with the project well, showing potential to  
evolve its scope to encompass a ‘broad brush’ capture of  
trends in resources inputs relative to grants outputs. On 
reflection it was clear that this meta-level data would actually 
be more useful to the Lotterywest Board and senior decision-
makers than a more ‘drilled down’ capture of current workflow 
data. So the Project Steering Committee decided to shelve the 
Value for Effort component and instead conduct an extended 
version of the Data Analysis work which would include metrics 
about internal resources, including an assessment in broad 
terms of the time and labour involved in operating Lotterywest’s 
grant-making work.

By the time of implementation began, this initiative was 
known as the Social Value Analysis Project or SVAP. As it had 
evolved, the anticipated project design had fallen into two 
distinct phases, both originating from the same ‘One Moment 
in Time’ perspective. The first phase was seen as focussed on 
understanding social value, using the three elements of SVAP 
(MSC technique, Stakeholder Survey and enhanced Data 
Analysis) to provide outcomes and a baseline. A second phase 
was also envisaged to focus on deepening social value, using 
the understandings gained from the three SVAP techniques to 
explore scenarios and then choose and implement appropriate 
strategies to further build on value and impact. 

Given the strength of the project outcomes Lotterywest is 
currently not planning to pursue Phase 2 as originally expected 
and to instead incorporate ‘next steps’ from this project into a 
business as usual approach. 
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More on MSC

MSC is not a very well-known technique as yet but it has 
been around since 1996 when it was first developed by 
Dr Rick Davies for use in evaluating impact in international 
development projects. Since then it has quietly and steadily 
grown in use, with Australia being a key centre of global 
practice. MSC is an unapologetically qualitative approach 
with a strong emphasis on being participatory.  Like most 
evaluation techniques it has scope to be adapted quite 
specifically for the project context but at its core is the 
concept of ‘significance of change’.  

Any MSC process has at least two constituent parts:  firstly 
using the MSC question (a variation of “What do you think 
has been the most significant change as a result of X?”) 
in semi-structured interviews with individual stakeholders 
and then to use a similar question to engage groups of 
stakeholders in reviewing all the stories to determine which 
are the most significant and articulating why.  Negative and 
positive stories are both welcomed. Over and over again, 
this process has been found to be remarkably effective at 
elucidating themes to articulate how impact has played 
out in real life and generating shared insights as a basis for 
learning and next steps. 

For Lotterywest, MSC was particularly apt for its ability to 
bring out unexpected outcomes, for giving stakeholders 
a voice and for making the meaning of impact powerfully 
real for all involved. These points of difference also render 
it particularly well suited to Lotterywest’s diversity and reach 
as well as the ‘mixed method’ approach of this project.



A middle: implementation

MSC: fuzzy edges, strong core

Among the first tasks of implementation was the decision on 
how to adapt the MSC technique for this project’s context, 
purpose and scope. MSC is designed so that it can be tweaked 
like this for each different situation, with the core staying 
relatively unchanged in every case: the interview question  
“What is the most significant change you have seen as a result 
of <this program>?” and the story selection workshop in which 
groups collaborate to select which stories depict the most 
significant change.

Scope, Sampling, Questions

The next MSC decision would prove to be even more complex 
and vexed: with more than 1,000 customers receiving grants 
each year, whose stories should be gathered? How to decide? 

The ‘One Moment in Time’ approach required the project to 
be truly comprehensive and the scale, reach and diversity of 
Lotterywest’s grant-making work suggested that this project 
would require gathering far more stories than typical of an 
MSC exercise. The initial goal was to gather between 70 and 
80 stories (depending on stakeholder response rates). The 
tricky part was making sure those stories were representative 
in a meaningful sense, not just a ‘tick all the boxes’ sense. The 
strategies to achieve this included:

•  Looking for diversity in location, size and reach of 
organisation, length of relationship with Lotterywest, type 
of relationship with Lotterywest, size of grant, type of grant, 
social issues.

•  Purposefully including outliers, those whose voice and 
perspective might be different (including those which might 
have negative experiences to share such as unsuccessful 
grant applicants).

•  Purposefully including examples of stakeholders with a 
broader than usual perspective.

•  Not over-controlling sampling. Allow for ‘snowballing’ 
where participants are invited to recommend others whose 
story would be worth capturing. This is an effective way of 
capturing what you don’t know that you don’t know.

•  Ensuring grant recipients were the majority of participants 
but including Lotterywest retailers, previous Lotterywest 
Board members, community development partners, Local 
Government Authorities, relevant State Government 
departments, and consultants who work with grant recipients.

•  Reviewing the master list repeatedly by having different 
members of the both the Project Team and executive view it  
in different ways to ensure diversity.

Sampling is one of those things where the theory and practice 
don’t always match so, even after the master list had been 
finalised and the letters sent out, the list kept growing as senior 
Lotterywest staff thought of more stakeholders they felt needed 
to be included. Although there was always a sound reason for 
each addition, this did strictly limit the scope for snowballing by 
the participants themselves from a plan for up to ten to only two 
in practice.
 
On one hand this raised concerns that this would over-control 
the sample, but on the other hand these extra participants  
all added valuable diversity and their stories provided real 
depth. In an ideal world the scope could have included both 
snowballing and these extra participants but, as discussed 
below, the set of stories gathered had such a balance between 
diversity and cohesion, it’s most likely that adding another  
10 snowballed interviews would have been superfluous to the 
findings. 

As any experienced project manager knows, sometimes the 
project seems to have a mind of its own and you need to learn 
to trust the process. As Strategic Development Coordinator 
Kristy Rodwell (who was responsible for the project’s logistics) 
reflects, “I think Lotterywest worried about the stories too much. 
In hindsight you realise that the stories themselves are not what 
matters most: it’s the overall process that matters, the way the 
stories as a whole get conversation going.”

The semi-structured interview format was a valuable opportunity 
in itself so, as well as the core MSC question, the Project Team 
built in a Part B to the interview questions. The core MSC 
question focused on asking each participant to tell the story of 
what they perceived as the most significant change that occurred 
as a result of their engagement with Lotterywest, as well as why 
and how it happened. Then several carefully chosen ‘beyond 
MSC’ questions asked participants for further reflections on their 
relationship with Lotterywest, perceptions of Lotterywest relative 
to other funders and thoughts about what Lotterywest could 
do better. Responses to this second half of the interview were 
kept separate from the actual MSC stories but the input was all 
captured, compiled and sorted. It was then used to guide the 
Stakeholder Survey as well as being included, often as direct 
quotes, in Clear Horizon’s overall project findings.

Meanwhile, those comments with direct relevance to a function 
or team within Lotterywest were shared internally as part of 
the normal continuous improvement cycle (anonymity being 
preserved wherever appropriate).

One of the early decisions to be made here was whether to use 
‘domains of change’ or not. Domains of change are essentially 
categories in which to consider change. Most (but not all) MSC 
projects use these domains to help catalyse participant thinking 
and to focus the process on those issues most aligned with 
the evaluation purpose. They are different in each context but 
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Interviewing 101 

From the outset, staff engagement and knowledge transfer 
had been important target outcomes for this project. One 
of MSC’s strengths is that it enables even non-experts 
to play a facilitative role such as by being involved as 
an interviewer. Even before the tender documents were 
written there were plans for several of Lotterywest staff to 
conduct some of the interviewing. The staff interview team 
had eight members, three from the Project Team plus five 
members from other parts of Lotterywest. Clear Horizon 
held a one-day Interview Training Workshop covering 
privacy and confidentiality issues, the agreed interview 
questions, and background on MSC and interview 
techniques. It didn’t go into depth on editing techniques 
or standards and Manager Strategic Development Lucy 
Westcott says, in hindsight, this is something she would 
change. “Having clear agreement on editing practices 
would have saved a lot of time in making sure the stories 
were consistent.”

The goal was for staff to conduct 25-30 of the interviews 
and the rest to be done by Clear Horizon. Importantly, to 
maximise the chance of participants speaking openly all 
statutory recipients, Board members and the Lotterywest 
CEO were automatically allocated to Clear Horizon to 
interview, as were any situations where there was even a 
slight chance of any tension with Lotterywest. Beyond that, 
interviewees were, in general, simply allocated according 
to availability. 

By the end of 2012, Clear Horizon had conducted 50 
and Lotterywest 37 interviews. Voice recorders and a 
professional transcription service were used so that the 
full text of the interview was recorded in the participant’s 
own words. This is not always done in an MSC project 
but is highly recommended for its ability to ensure the 
storyteller’s voice comes through in the final story.  

The follow up process was even more time consuming:  
editing back the transcription to two pages (sometimes 
from well over 20 pages of text) and verification with the 
participants themselves. For those involved, being an 
interviewer on top of their normal work responsibilities 
was obviously a notable commitment. But if you talk to 
these interviewers now, especially the ones from outside 
the Project Team who didn’t entirely know what they were 
letting themselves in for, their reflections are not only 
positive but actually deeply grateful.

could for example focus on changes in people’s every day 
lives, changes in levels of community participation, changes 
in community health or on program areas e.g. youth, seniors, 
Aboriginal people etc. 

It was agreed by the Project Team and Clear Horizon at the 
outset not to use domains in the interview process but to use 
a very carefully prepared set of prompt questions for use as 
necessary. The tricky question that both Clear Horizon and 
the Project Team grappled with later was whether domains 
of change should be used to organise stories for the story 
selection workshops. There was no right answer. The diversity of 
Lotterywest’s grant-making meant that choosing a small number 
of domains of change with broad relevance to all grant types 
would end up with overly generalised statements that everyone 
would agree with, limiting the value and validity of the results. 
In the end, Lotterywest opted not to use domains to minimise 
the risks of pre-supposing where participants would perceive 
value, of dampening down any negative stories and of limiting 
the richness of conversation.

 
Story Selection Workshops

The second core part of any MSC process is a story selection 
exercise in which stakeholders engage in structured 
conversation to select the most significant of all the stories. 
Initially, Lotterywest only planned to conduct one workshop in 
December 2012 but, in one of those ‘being led by the project’ 
situations, this soon evolved to include holding a second 
workshop in February 2013, predominantly for Lotterywest staff. 

The first workshop was held off site in December 2012 and, 
like the story gathering process, this phase used purposeful 
sampling to ensure a meaningful diversity in the room. Fifty-five 
grant recipients, staff, board members, retailers, suppliers and 
consultants devoted an afternoon to this process. In 12 diverse 
groups they each considered their own share of 80 stories, 
reading and discussing each in turn before identifying themes 
and finally selecting which of their stories they felt was the 
most significant and why. For this part of the MSC process, it 
is considered essential that facilitators do not provide groups 
with a definition of what significance (or any term) means or any 
criteria for their choice, no matter how much participants ask for 
direction.

Once all groups had chosen their most significant story, they 
each reported back to the room, sharing their choice and the 
thinking behind it. All participants then considered this shortlist 
and voted for the story they felt was most significant overall.
The tangible outcomes from the afternoon were a long list of 



changes, outcomes and impacts from all stories, a shortlist of 
12 stories, rationale for selecting this shortlist and a clear choice 
of which story was seen as representing the most significant 
change due to Lotterywest‘s involvement.

The stories selected as most significant covered a wide range 
of sectors including: mental health, child advocacy, disability 
support, medical research, emergency relief, homelessness 
support, aged care, indigenous sport, community spaces and 
regional community support.

The intangible outcomes could be felt in the room. Many 
people found the stories deeply moving, others felt very 
motivated. Participants who had been sceptical of the process 
at the beginning chatted animatedly afterwards about how 
worthwhile it had been. Of those who commented, two people 
in particular were so moved they stood and addressed  
the room. 

Jo Wilkie, a long-time Grants Manager with Lotterywest said, 
“This has been the most incredible couple of hours. I am sitting 
here feeling so very affirmed about everything Lotterywest 
does and everything Lotterywest tries to do in community 
development. Hearing how other people perceive our work like 
this is just wonderful and, yes, really affirming.” 

Retailer Robyn McDermott thanked Lotterywest for inviting 
her to be part of the afternoon, “Lotterywest retailers don’t 
get many opportunities to really see the connection between 
the games Lotterywest sell and the benefit they create for 
the community. It’s inspiring to be able to really understand 
how the virtuous cycle that Lotterywest talk about with our 
customers actually works.”

The second workshop enabled much more broad staff 
engagement and learning, and also ensured that stories not 
ready for the December workshop could be considered. 
The staff workshop was split over two days to maximise 
participation. A total of 84 people participated across the two 
days, most of whom were staff, with one Board member and 
the rest from not-for-profits.
 
This evolution in the project design offered another layer 
of verification – not only because it meant all stories were 
each considered twice but even more importantly because 
it paralleled internal perceptions with external perceptions. 
Would staff see the same themes as external stakeholders? 
Would they choose the same stories as most significant? What 
would any differences mean?

While the initial story selection workshop had been largely 
for external stakeholders with one or two staff members in 
each group, these internal workshops were reversed, with 
groups being almost all Lotterywest staff but with a community 
representative in each group. 

A project story

A welcome side-effect 

From the outset, Lotterywest foresaw that the MSC 
stories could be published but, to retain the integrity of 
the process, the methodology for collecting the stories – 
including permission from story tellers for their use – was 
limited to project purposes.

The way people engaged with the stories at the first 
workshop in December not only materially influenced the 
development of the project survey, it also elevated the 
importance of publishing the stories for a wider audience.

All storytellers were offered the opportunity to have 
their story included in the publication and 80 gave their 
permission for Lotterywest to do so. The stories have 
been edited for publication, checked with the storytellers 
themselves and laid out into a book called ‘One Moment in 
Time’ that was released in both print and electronic forms in 
June 2013, in recognition of Lotterywest’s 80 years of grant 
making in WA.

This project is far from the first instance of MSC stories 
being used for communication purposes outside the 
context of monitoring and evaluation. In fact, this is often 
an outcome but the validity of the process in terms of 
evaluation and learning needs to be protected. This means 
it is important that this outcome is not a central part of 
project design or, as in this project, not a part of the design 
at all and just a positive side-outcome.
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As Lucinda Ardagh from the St Vincent De Paul society 
remarked afterwards, “It was fantastic to be able to come in 
and be part of this, to meet Lotterywest people beyond the few 
I normally deal with, and to talk about what Lotterywest does, 
about what Lotterywest does in the community, outside of my 
normal frame of reference.” 

Meanwhile, Pina Compagnone from Lotterywest’s Corporate 
Communications team came away with the sense that, “It 
wouldn’t have been the same without the external people: 
they helped us think and communicate differently about what 
matters most about our grants.”

It is worth noting that one of the other key features of MSC is 
a strong emphasis on providing regular stakeholder feedback 
about process outcomes, including stories gathered, story 
selection workshops, quantitative exercises and any other 
aspects of the project. This aspect was well aligned with 
Lotterywest’s pro-learning culture so all storytellers and 
workshop participants have received repeated updates on 
the project’s progress and next steps. This is in addition to 
Lotterywest’s broader commitment to communicating widely 
and openly about this project, including via its website. 

Thinking in Themes

Other than a small core of stories, which were seen as the 
most significant both times that they were considered, each 
workshop group chose different stories as most significant. 
But the most interesting phenomenon here was that, 
despite choosing largely different stories as most significant, 
participants in the two workshops perceived almost identical 
themes in those stories. From the 87 stories, each considered 
by two different groups, a core of 27 themes emerged 
most strongly. 

Clear Horizon clustered these into four categories: 

• Building capacity
  Lotterywest has helped build the capacity of individuals  

and organisations in WA’s not-for-profit sector 
•  Agents of change 
  Lotterywest is an important agent of change  

having impact in many areas of WA society 
• Community benefits and impact 
  Grants for projects have resulted in significant  

benefits and outcomes for the WA community 
• Innovation and taking risks
  Lotterywest supports innovation and takes risks  

to achieve benefits for the WA community 

  “I found it very profound. 
 Before being involved in this project,  
 I had never really understood what our  
  work actually means. I’ve worked  
here for years and nothing has connected  
  me with what Lotterywest is all  
   about more than this.”
   Rebecca McNeilage  
   Manager Marketing Projects 
   Business Development

Numbers that talk 

•  Since 1990, Lotterywest’s direct grant making has 
totalled around $1.3 billion, increasing from around 
$40 million per annum (adjusted) to nearly $120 million 
per annum in 2011-2012 – a three-fold increase in real 
terms.  

•  Over the past decade, the distribution of Lotterywest’s 
direct grants has broadly reflected the distribution 
of the state’s population between greater Perth and 
regional WA. 

•  Generally the annual approved grant amount has 
tracked above 80% of the total requested amount but, if 
the total amount requested each year continues to track 
upwards at a faster rate than the rise in funds available, 
this may not be the case in the future.

•  Taking a more responsive developmental approach has 
not had a noticeable impact on the number of grants 
each year – nor on the grant approval rate. 

•  Around 40% of the value of all Lotterywest’s direct 
grants go to supporting the accommodation needs of 
various community organisations.
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More than just themes, MSC experts would call these a 
‘population of values’ (Davies & Dart, 2005) indicating not 
only the values that matter to stakeholders, but also how they 
perceive these values in Lotterywest’s work. This level of rigour 
and depth in capturing how an organisation or program is 
actually perceived and experienced is crucial learning in any 
situation: it gives invaluable insight into what matters to those 
you serve.

For Lotterywest, this project clearly found that these external 
perceptions of what the community finds most important 
correlate very strongly with Lotterywest’s own strategic 
approach to move towards more open and flexible grant-
making. Some correlation would be expected, of course, but 
the way in which the themes emerging from the MSC process 
reflect Lotterywest’s own thinking about their priorities and 
opportunities in the community sector go far beyond anything 
that can be explained by the confirmation bias inherent in many 
funding relationships.

This is not only a remarkable validation of Lotterywest’s 
approach in theory but also a ringing endorsement of how well 
that theory has actually been implemented: the community 
appreciates both the talk and the walk.
 

The Stakeholder Survey: A Test and Timepiece

The Stakeholder Survey’s key role was to counterpoint the 
MSC’s strengths: where MSC offers depth of insight, a survey 
offers breadth; where MSC offers open-ended opportunities 
for stakeholders’ voices to be heard and gives complex, 
non-linear findings, surveys are more controlled and give 
quantified findings while also making sure that Stakeholder 
Survey participants had extensive opportunity for comments, 
particularly in relation to negative perceptions. In aiming for 
maximum breadth, the survey sampling was kept very open: 
the Project Team was determined that any lack of snowballing 
in the MSC sampling was compensated by plenty of scope for 
snowballing in the survey recruitment.

The Stakeholder Survey took place between the two story 
selection workshops, over December 2012 and January 2013, 
but work had begun on drafting the survey over a month before 
the first workshop was held. Developed within the Survey 
Monkey platform, it aimed to test the majority of themes that 
emerged from the MSC stories and the workshops with as many 
external stakeholders as possible. As well as building on the 
input gathered from the extra interview questions, the survey 
also aimed to add continuity by including a key question about 
grant customer satisfaction from previous surveys. This built 
another verification layer as well as a longitudinal dimension into 
the picture of impact being developed. Finally, the Stakeholder 
Survey also asked some prospective questions particularly 
around grant priorities and opportunities for improvement. 

There were some last-minute changes made to the survey 
questions to sharpen the focus on Grants and Community 
Development. As is typical for last-minute changes, these would 
have been better identified earlier in the process, particularly 
to ensure maximum relevance between questions and 
respondents.

The Stakeholder Survey was open at a time when many people 
are on leave so, to maximise participation, the Project Team 
promoted the survey as widely as possible. As well as emailing 
directly to many stakeholders including over 3,000 recent grant 
recipients, statutory recipients and retailers, the Stakeholder 
Survey was also advertised online through both a website link 
and banners, in newsletters and flyers as well as email footers, 
and the on hold phone messages heard by customers phoning 
Lotterywest during this period. 

Lotterywest’s own network contacts, such as the West Australian 
Council for Social Services (WACOSS) and National Disability 
Services (NDS), were also invited to promote the survey which 
was kept open for six weeks to maximise participation. Together 
these tactics proved overwhelmingly successful with more than 
900 people responding to the Stakeholder Survey.

This result was beyond even the most optimistic hopes of the 
Project Team, especially considering the time frame falling over 
the Christmas-New Year break and the prime summer holiday 
season. Those involved can only postulate about why the 
response rate was so high. The survey was communicated very 
widely and strategically, which would have played a valuable 
part in recruiting participants, but this alone would not normally 
be enough to explain such a high participation rate. Informal 
discussions with various Lotterywest stakeholders suggest 
that the main contributing factor would have been the high 
community regard for Lotterywest’s grant-making work and the 
clear, engaging, open style in which people were invited to 
participate. One comment was fairly typical: “What Lotterywest 
does really matters to many organisations so, if Lotterywest says 
it is evaluating itself, people will want to speak up and have a 
voice in that.”
 
It is interesting to consider what would have motivated so many 
busy people to take the time for a survey such as this when they 
generally had only positive feedback to contribute and made 
very few suggested changes. It is the author’s view that a key 
underlying factor for the high participation rate was that many of 
Lotterywest’s stakeholders feel almost a sense of ownership. In 
contemporary language the term ‘stakeholder’ is so often used 
as a proxy for ‘people we need to manage/appease’ when it 
properly means ‘those who have a stake in what we are doing’. 
It is in this latter sense that Lotterywest’s grant-making culture 
aims to work and so it would not be surprising to find that a 
sense of shared ownership, of responsibility and stewardship 
towards Lotterywest helped drive participation in the survey  
part of this project.
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Whatever the reasons, this is a remarkable response level in 
anyone’s book, especially valuable because the data shows 
that the spread of respondents were highly representative 
of Lotterywest’s stakeholders. The length of the survey may 
have contributed to the fact that approximately 20% did not 
complete all the questions (it wasn’t mandatory) but over 
600 fully completed surveys is still outstanding and a great 
many people also took the time to contribute comments. This 
ensured real rigour and validity to the results.
 

Data Analysis: A Complex Context

While the stories were being gathered and considered, and 
the Stakeholder Survey was being drafted and responded 
to, the third, albeit less obvious, component of the project 
was underway. Internal data analysis was always intended to 
provide a sense of context that would interpret the MSC and 
Stakeholder Survey findings and also act as a leverage point; 
pivoting the project from reflection to action. The starting point 
was data about past grants expenditure and patterns in how 
this has changed over time, considered in real terms and across 
all forms of segmentation (regions, programs, expenditure 
items etc.).

As noted earlier, the Data Analysis component of the 
project design had responsibility for providing retrospective 
longitudinal context to understand the present situation, and 
looking forward to help frame prospective exploration in the 
MSC and survey components, as well as guiding decisions 
about next steps.

Internally, the Data Analysis component involved exhaustive 
consideration of internal source material such as historic annual 
report data, detailed data from the grants processing systems 
and internal projections. This was overlaid by a review of 
Lotterywest’s long-term timeline as a grant maker, including 
considering quantified metrics against key milestones in 
how the structures, philosophies, technologies and policies 
of Lotterywest’s grant-making have evolved in response to 
changing community needs.

Data Analysis also had an important environmental scan 
element, considering inputs including broad economic data at 
Commonwealth and State level, plus developments in relevant 
fields such as recent changes to not-for-profit legislation 
and governance, the Council of Australian Governments 
(COAG) agenda and the Royalties for Regions program. It also 
researched relevant prospective changes such as the National 
Disability Insurance Scheme and the potential restructure of 
WA’s Local Government Authorities.
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Convergent Themes 

The themes which emerged from the stories of change 
around which outcomes were most significant were used 
to guide the survey’s questioning of a broader stakeholder 
group. The results showed remarkable convergence 
between MSC and survey results. The following themes 
were seen as mattering most to Lotterywest’s significance 
and community value:

• Being an agent of change

• Enabling social inclusion and access

•  Facilitating partnerships, collaboration and  
encouraging connections 

• Enabling organisations to thrive and grow

•  Strategic support for individuals, organisations  
and projects

• Funding things that others would not

• Changes for the community, driven by the community

• Fostering respect and embracing culture and diversity

• Fostering resilience and sustainability

• Benefits go beyond the ‘here and now’

• Building the capacity of organisations and individuals

• Economic impacts for WA

•  Strengthening the social fabric of WA, building  
social capital

• Quality support for special needs or marginalised groups

• Being accessible, flexible, responsive and passionate

• Empowering people

• Lotterywest supports a wide range of the community



Staff Engagement

Building staff engagement and facilitating knowledge transfer 
were target outcomes for this project from the beginning.

Several approaches were used to encourage broad 
engagement with this project by staff from across the 
organisation:

•  A ‘Lunch Box Learning’ presentation to staff was held in 
October 2012 to introduce staff to the project and the MSC 
technique. Two stories collected for the project were shared 
as examples. Around 30 staff attended. All attendees were 
invited to contribute a story of change but none took up this 
opportunity.

•  The interview team was designed to include staff from across 
Lotterywest.

•  Various staff from different teams were specifically invited 
to participate in the first Story Selection Workshop in 
December – 19 staff (in addition to the Project Team) and  
2 Board members participated.

•  All staff were encouraged to participate in the February 
story selection workshop. The CEO Jan Stewart emailed 
all staff an invitation. Staff who had attended the 
December workshop and all General Managers were 
asked to encourage their colleagues to participate. This 
was reinforced by broad communications via signage 
around various office spaces, email and intranet before the 
workshop.

•  68 staff members and 1 Board member participated in the 
second story selection workshop in February.

•  5 staff members were also asked to participate in 
anonymous semi-structured interviews to gather their 
reflections on their experience of this project.

•  The project approach and findings, including links to the 
2013/14 G&CD Business Plan, were shared with the Grants 
and Community Development team in a workshop session.

Overall, this means nearly half of Lotterywest’s workforce 
participated in a story selection workshop: a very good result 
for an event that was neither obligatory nor perhaps perceived 
by individuals as directly related to their responsibilities, 
especially as it was a very busy time of year when many people 
had just returned from leave. Staff feedback from the event 
was open-ended and not quantified but the written comments 
overwhelmingly indicated that the process, while difficult for 
some to ‘get into’ at first, was overall seen as both worthwhile 
and engaging.

An ending: output and outcomes

By February 2013 the results could indeed be said to be ‘in’. 
Clear Horizon had compiled the analysis of results from both 
the MSC process and the Stakeholder Survey, and then overlaid 
these results to build deeper insight and rigour. The findings 
of all three components were then presented at an Evaluation 
Summit on 26 February 2013, attended by Board members and 
key staff.

The results were most remarkable for how affirming and, in 
a sense, how unsurprising they were. Overall, the themes 
emerging from the MSC process came back as comprehensively 
endorsed by the survey respondents. 

Stakeholder Survey Outputs

Headline results from survey respondents: 

• 96% believe Lotterywest helps create a better community  
 in WA
•  95% strongly agreed or agreed that Lotterywest delivers 

value to the WA community
•  93% believe that Lotterywest supports services that others 

would not
•  93% believe that Lotterywest strengthens WA’s  

not-for-profit sector
•  91% were satisfied or very satisfied with Lotterywest’s  

grant-making role
•  84% rated as excellent or good their relationship with 

Lotterywest’s Grants and Community Development team
• 74% believe Lotterywest reduces social disadvantage in WA
•  33% did not think there was enough awareness of 

Lotterywest’s grant-making work, 23% did not know and  
134 respondents commented on this

•  In terms of areas for improvement, respondents 
overwhelmingly focused firstly on the processing times for 
grant applications and secondly on ways to extend and 
improve communications    

(Clear Horizon Final Report, 2013)

There were a few outlier results, such as vehicles being rated as 
low in terms of priorities in the survey despite having featured 
many times in the MSC stories but this may be due to it having 
been the last option on the alphabetical list and the term 
not being very evocative of the kind of impact it can make if 
an organisation has its own vehicle to help deliver services, 
especially for beneficiaries in remote or hard to reach locations.

One survey question particularly worth noting asked 
respondents to rank various grant types in terms of priority. 
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Supporting community development for people experiencing 
disadvantage or exclusion was overwhelmingly rated at 
the most important priority of Lotterywest grants. Physical 
facilities for organisations, community health, emergency relief, 
community art and culture, medical research, capacity building 
and information technology were all rated most highly by at 
least 10% of respondents. It is also worth noting that several 
respondents objected to the concept of ranking priorities, 
arguing that Lotterywest should continue to support a wide 
range of activities.
 
Although participants in both the MSC and Stakeholder Survey 
components were asked to suggest how Lotterywest could 
improve its grant-making, the vast majority did not. In fact 
the most common suggestion was that Lotterywest should 
continue what it is already doing and protect the integrity of the 
community development and grant-making approach.

Where suggestions were made, they included:

•  Decreasing the length of time it takes for processing grant 
applications, and improving the online application function.

•  Improving the consistency of messages and/or advice 
given to grant applicants by the grants and community 
development team.

•  Improving and/or increasing communications about grants 
projects and the support provided by Lotterywest in the 
community.

•  Reconsidering the Lotteries House model to ensure it is 
effective.

•  Improving support to retailers, including providing 
more information about local grant projects to continue 
communicating about the virtuous cycle between the 
community playing Lotterywest games and the community 
benefitting from Lotterywest grants.

•  Providing more support for small organisations by 
considering the limitations they face and encouraging them 
to apply for grants.

Staff Engagement Outputs

Building staff engagement and facilitating knowledge  
transfer have always been key factors in the project design:  
for this project they can be seen as both outputs (i.e.  
leading to further outcomes) and outcomes in their own right. A 
total of 93 staff members, out of a full time equivalent workforce 
of 195, across different business units and levels engaged in the 
MSC process through the interviewing process or by attending 
a workshop. They discussed different accounts of a significant 
impact that Lotterywest has had on the WA community and 
engaged in dialogue around important questions about how the 
creation of social value is enabled by Lotterywest grants.

The feedback (anonymous questionnaire, direct verbal feedback 
and anonymous semi-structured interviews) indicates that, 
overall, it was a positive experience for Lotterywest staff. Many 
staff members found the process moving and something of a 
turning point in their perspective of Lotterywest’s role in the 
community and their own contribution to that role.

Even people who participated with a degree of scepticism 
happily admit to having benefitted from the process, to 
having gained a much deeper, more nuanced understanding 
of how Lotterywest’s grant-making has an impact: a sense 
of what outcomes the grants are able to achieve. It is worth 
acknowledging here that for many people this ‘better’ 
understanding was characterised as having a new level of insight 
into the subtle issues, questions, decisions and relationships 
involved in good grant-making: a new understanding that 
‘giving money away’ well isn’t always simple. 

Tacit knowledge transfer naturally would have occurred via 
workshop participation, but the main focus of knowledge 
transfer for this project was for both the Project and the 
Interview teams. The most explicit knowledge transfer occurred 
through interview training and story selection workshop 
facilitation (See Inset box: Interviewing 101) and this was 
certainly worthwhile, but perhaps the most valuable learning 
of all was for the Project Team and Executive. Through close 
involvement in this project for more than 12 months, they were 
able to immerse themselves in a new way of thinking about 
Lotterywest’s impact, and about how best to monitor and 
evaluate that impact. The learning has been on an iterative cycle 
back and forth from tacit to explicit modes, and in a very real 
sense, those most closely involved have learnt more than can be 
articulated in this or any report.
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Outputs from the Project Consultants

In addition to the various results and several reports provided, 
Clear Horizon also recommended five agendas for future action 
based on their findings from this project, (paraphrased for 
brevity):

1.  Continue to improve grant-making operations (focus on 
communication and processing times).

2.  Create opportunities to broaden staff engagement with 
these findings and to help empower staff by increasing 
momentum and customer-based case for change. 

3.  Review internal targets by comparing these findings with key 
performance indicators, assessing any gaps and reviewing in 
terms of fit-for-purpose. 

4.  Build more direct and clear relationships with government 
agencies: clarify roles/expectations. 

5.  Taking the findings forward and using them to bring the 
voice of stakeholders to decisions about future grants and 
community development strategies.

(Clear Horizon Final Report, 2013)

Outputs from the Evaluation Summit

The Evaluation Summit concluded with participants engaging 
in open-ended reflection on the project and what it meant for 
the future. This was only a brief discussion but it raised some 
interesting questions:

•  In uncovering such positive results, Lotterywest is even 
more aware of the responsibility of its role and of the high 
expectations the community has of its grant-making. How 
does Lotterywest ensure that getting better at creating 
impact does not undermine the development of others, 
including by encouraging a level of dependency that might 
hold back sector development?

•  Lotterywest’s developmental role is clearly worthwhile: where 
and when will the developmental role meet the “law of 
diminishing returns” and how should Lotterywest respond?

•  This project has achieved a new level of staff engagement 
in Lotterywest grant-making but how can this sense of 
connection with community impact be integrated more 
broadly across how Lotterywest works together? How does 
Lotterywest respond to different levels of staff interest?

•  If, in future, Lotterywest has to prioritise some grant types 
over others more proactively and comparatively than now, 
what clues does this project hold about how best to do so?

This project’s outputs include 91 stories, many pages of 
historical and contextual data and even more pages of 
numerical data, not to mention several internal reports from 
the Project Team to the Project Steering committee. At 
time of writing, the task of turning these outputs into actual 
outcomes was already underway. As the project proceeded, 

various insights from the three components (MSC technique, 
Stakeholder Survey and Data Analysis) were being fed into the 
continuous improvement processes of various teams. 

For example, MSC story insights about localising grant 
communications has already been used to adapt practice, and 
discussions have started about how to introduce a ‘fast track’ 
process to decrease the grant application processing time for 
appropriate grants. 

At a more macro level, insights from all three components have 
influenced the Grants and Community Development team’s 
recent 2013/2014 Business Plan. Many of these insights address 
issues raised before but as Lotterywest’s Manager of Strategic 
Development, Lucy Westcott, remarked, “The project results 
have validated the argument for changing how Lotterywest 
does certain things and given change efforts fresh momentum.” 
Finally, at a governance level, the project’s findings are now 
being prepared to feed into the forthcoming strategic planning 
process where their biggest contribution will no doubt be 
enabling Lotterywest to feel even more confident than ever 
about the contribution it can make to the WA community in the 
long term. 

Epilogue: implementation

Epilogue / Conclusions

In a conventional management sense, a project is considered 
successful if it addresses its purpose, achieves its target 
outcomes and meets its own parameters. But, in real life, every 
project is a journey that changes those involved and changes 
itself as it proceeds. 

A truly successful project should therefore perhaps be seen 
as one which can learn about itself as it goes, adapting to 
each new perspective along the journey while continuing to 
use its project purpose as a navigation tool to find its way 
through uncertain territory. Even in this more nuanced sense, 
Lotterywest’s SVAP has beyond doubt been a success. On 
reflection, there were several key factors that particularly 
contributed to the project’s value:

•  The project, including the use of the MSC technique,  
had high-level support from the Board and CEO enabling 
the Project Team to be very thorough and thoughtful in 
everything they did. Without this thoroughness, such as the 
efforts to get the sampling right for the story collection or  
to recruit widely for the survey, the project results would 
have been unlikely to have the kind of rigour and validity 
that they do.
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•  Those responsible for project design and implementation 
had an active learning stance throughout, ready to monitor 
what was happening and adapt to ensure maximum 
learning.

•  The complementary nature of the three main components 
of the project design (MSC technique, Stakeholder Survey 
and Data Analysis) allowed them to inform each other as 
the project went along. This built adaptability and validation 
capacity into the project design, making a profound 
difference to the robustness of the results.

•  MSC proved to have been the right technique at the 
right time. It acted as an effective engine for the overall 
methodology and its participatory nature was well suited 
to Lotterywest’s responsive, community-led approach to 
grant-making. MSC (both alone and by its influence on the 
Stakeholder Survey) gave a customer-based legitimacy to 
the path Lotterywest has taken in improving its grant-making 
– a legitimacy that conventional market research techniques 
have never managed to deliver.

•  Lotterywest has an inclusive, stakeholder-focused culture 
which is open to discussions about failure and which puts an 
explicit value on learning.

While a very high approval rating might seem a good 
achievement, as you would expect from an organisation able 
to distribute funds as broadly as Lotterywest, what is very 
important to note here is the quality and nature of endorsement 
found regarding Lotterywest’s approach. It could be easy to 
discount positive feedback about Lotterywest’s grant-making 
on the basis of the sheer amount of funds involved and the 
breadth of the eligibility criteria, i.e. “Of course it is good news 
if you can give grants to almost everybody”.

Yet these findings suggest a much stronger situation than this: 
although there were many themes which clearly mattered 
highly to participants, the dollar value of Lotterywest’s grants 
and the breadth of eligibility were not mentioned once in terms 
of what makes Lotterywest’s grant-making significant. The 
developmental approach, the support for capacity building in 
community organisations, the willingness to take risks on good 
ideas and the ability to be an agent of change are either explicit 
or implicit throughout. These things may not be possible to the 
same degree without Lotterywest’s revenue or mandate, but 
they have not happened by accident. It is what Senior Manager 
Grants Management and Development, Mark Teale, calls “the 
art and science of what Lotterywest does.”

This project’s capacity to improve Lotterywest’s grant-making 
will indirectly but importantly generate future value for all 
grant customers and beneficiaries. But it is also worth noting 
that there are also direct benefits for those stakeholders who 
participated in the process: they overwhelmingly reported that 
the experience had been worthwhile and inspiring. For many 
of the not-for-profit organisations that participated, this project 
will have helped build their own understanding of different 

evaluation methodologies as well as a wider awareness of 
Lotterywest’s role in the community.

Openly and inclusively conducting a project like this gave 
participants fresh insight into how Lotterywest works and how it 
is evolving, it strengthens relationships, builds capacity through 
increased knowledge and models a proactive stance towards 
both learning and improving impact. The art and science of 
Lotterywest’s work is nothing without the art and science of 
grant recipients’ work: the more these arts and sciences can 
have experiences like this to learn from each other, the better.

Most of all, what this means is that Lotterywest’s value clearly 
does not only arise from what they do but, crucially, it also 
emerges from how they do it. Theirs is a complex, non-linear 
way of generating impact; an approach which this project has 
shown beyond doubt is valued greatly by the WA community. 
As Jacquie Thomson, General Manager Grants and Community 
Development, says, “The takeout for us is a wonderful 
validation of what we’ve been doing and a clear endorsement 
to continue along our path of being flexible in how Lotterywest 
responds to the community, and being developmental in how 
Lotterywest adds value.”

While there are always things that could have been done 
differently, it seems clear that this project will be looked back 
upon as one of those lines in the sand where Lotterywest 
was able to continue ‘leaning forward’ into its grant-making 
and community development work with renewed vigour and 
confidence. To keep faith with what, as CEO Jan Stewart says, 
is Lotterywest’s heritage and the legacy of those who came 
before in imagining how an entity such as this could “help 
make WA a better place to live”.
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Morals of the story: advice  
for others

Lotterywest’s structure and role may be unique but there 
is much relevance in this project for other organisations, 
especially other grant makers, interested in understanding their 
social value. 

Reflections about choosing MSC

•  MSC technique is best suited to complex situations 
where outcomes are often unpredictable, where effective 
champions are in place, stakeholders are likely to participate 
responsively, senior leadership is supportive and where the 
culture signals that it is OK to discuss what doesn’t go well 
along with what does.

•  It is important to accept that MSC is not an empirical tool. It 
did not argue that Lotterywest can objectively ‘know’ social 
value or impact. Instead, MSC accepts that ‘social change’ 
and ‘social impact’ are concepts created and experienced  
by people.

•  If there is little chance of unexpected outcomes or 
perspectives, if the project purpose is to capture indications 
of average stakeholder experiences, if you need to gather 
stories for communication and marketing, or to produce 
a report to demonstrate the worth of a particular program 
then MSC can work well but it is unlikely to be the most 
cost-effective or expedient approach.

Advice about overall project design  
when using MSC

•  Plan your project design carefully and don’t be afraid to 
tailor it to your context. Ensure you are prepared for the time 
and resources required. Like other comprehensive evaluation 
techniques, MSC is time consuming. To stay on time and 
budget, be very clear about decision making protocols at 
the outset. Trust and adhere to these settings as you go 
through.

•  If using MSC, it is advised to complement this with a strong 
quantitative technique. For very large programs, a survey 
is probably the best choice as it is practicable and offers 
breadth to counterpoint the depth of the MSC technique. 
For smaller programs a cost-benefit approach such as Social 
Return on Investment (SROI) could be advisable, especially if 
it can be allowed for from the program outset. 

•  MSC could also be combined well with other qualitative 
techniques. For example, a Social Design or Systems 
Thinking exercise could add a more prospective view as well 
as a sense of dimension to the MSC findings. 

•  Whatever complementary technique you choose, it is a 
good idea to run the MSC process first so that it can act as 
input to the quantitative work.

•  It was not considered relevant for this project, but it could 
be useful to use MSC in conjunction with a Program Logic 
model that articulates clearly how inputs and outputs are 
thought to have a causative effect on anticipated outcomes. 
MSC stories could illuminate both unexpected outcomes 
and exceptional experiences but also can help explore 
real experiences of how the theoretical cause and effect 
relationship worked (or not) in practice.

Advice for others considering an MSC project

•  If at all possible, train your own people to take part in the 
interviewing. This adds some time but this is very moderate 
relative to the enormous value you gain in terms of staff 
learning and engagement. If you do use staff interviewers 
make sure you support them well with consistent, carefully 
designed tools to ensure consistency across interviews as 
well as acting as a guide if an interview was ‘getting stuck’.

•  Even if budget is tight, get expert help to guide the 
program design, train the interviewers, ideally do any ‘tricky’ 
interviews and guide you through the story selection and 
analysis processes. Get your editing practices really tight 
and well understood. If you signal and coordinate this well 
it should take fewer resources and if you don’t, it will take 
much more.

•  Don’t over-engineer the sampling. Be careful of the reasons 
for choice – make sure these are declared and transparent. 
Allow for some ‘snowballing’ (where an interviewee is invited 
to recommend other people to be interviewed) to capture 
the unexpected stories that are not on your radar but that 
people are talking about.

•  Allow for the logistics inherent in an exercise like this: just 
coordinating interviews and workshops can be very time 
consuming. Avoid lost time delays by having and sticking to 
agreed, realistic governance settings for how the project will 
work, and especially when it comes to who will decide what.

•  Don’t over-think the stories themselves. The process is what 
matters – so trust it.

A project story
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  “The takeout for us is a wonderful         
validation of what we’ve been doing and a clear     
  endorsement to continue along our path of 
being flexible in how Lotterywest responds  
  to the community, and being developmental in      
   how Lotterywest adds value.”
    Jacquie Thomson  
    General Manager Grants and 
    Community Development 
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Photographs featured in this report depict community  
groups who participated in the Social Values Analysis Project.  
The stories of these and others involved in this project have been  
recorded in the Lotterywest publication One Moment in Time.

Visit www.lotterywest.wa.gov.au/about-us/publications to  
download the One Moment in Time e-book or email  
corporatecommunications@lotterywest.wa.gov.au  
to request a hard copy.



Lotterywest in brief

Lotterywest is the trading name of the Lotteries Commission of Western Australia. 
First established during the 1930s depression to raise money for hospitals and charities,  
it has continued to generate funds for the WA community ever since. 

Governed by an Act of Parliament, Lotterywest works with over 500 small businesses  
to retail lottery products. Proceeds are returned to the WA community in three ways:   
player prizes, statutory grants (for hospitals, sport and the arts), and grants direct to  
the community.  

These community grants go to a wide range of not-for-profit organisations.  
In 2011/2012, Lotterywest returned $140.5 million in statutory grants and  
approved $117.9 million in direct community grants to more than  
1,000 organisations.
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